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At Policy Level

- Trade Policy Framework (TFP) – promotes the trade mainstreaming agenda
- Overarching Productive Sector Policy (OPSP)
- National Industrial Policy (NIP)
- National Agricultural Policy (In draft process)
- National Livestock Framework
Institutional Level

- National Trade Development Committee (NTDC), country trade governance for open dialogue on trade policy issues
- NTDC chaired by Minister for Trade and Vice Chair as Acting DG for Trade
Cooperation Level

- Though management of Aid for Trade (Aft) initiatives
- Establishment of Trade Development Unit to coordinate all Aft project with implementing partners
- Value chain priorities
  - EDF 11 for selected value chains (coconut, beef, vegetables/fruits)
  - EIF joint project for tier 2 proposal (MALFFB/MTTCNVB for cocoa value chain